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Introduction
Web users communicate their information need to a
search engine through queries. Queries have a structure
far simpler than NL, but more complex than the
commonly assumed bag-of-words model. In fact, Web
search queries define a new and fast evolving language
of its own, whose dynamics is governed by the behavior
of the search engine towards the user and that of the
user towards the engine.

Are Web Search Queries a self-organizing system
of language?
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Monojit Choudhury (Microsoft Research India)
Identifying Syntactic Units
 𝑵: Number of queries in log containing 𝑛-gram 𝑴
 𝒌: Queries containing words of 𝑴 in any order
 𝑬: Expected count of 𝑴 under a bag-of-words NULL
 If 𝐏 𝑬 ≥ 𝑵 <

𝟐(𝑵−𝑬)𝟐
𝒆𝒙𝒑(−
)
𝒌

, bounded by a threshold, holds,

then 𝑴 is declared a query segment
 Use PMI-based scheme with Wikipedia titles for named entities
 Dynamic programming to search over all possible segmentations
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Applications
• Sponsored search
• Query suggestions
• Intent diversification
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Applying Complex Network Modeling

Discovering Syntactic Categories
 Queries contain two types of
segments – content and intent
 Analogous to content and
function words of NL
 Study distributional statistics
of query segments –
frequency co-occurrence
counts, co-occurrence
entropies, and graph clustering
coefficients
 Annotate segments manually
 Co-occurrence entropy found
to be the best discriminator
 Intent units can be classified
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Operation
download,
buy online

Format
mp3, pdf

Source
wiki
youtube

Sort order
cheap, near

Time
latest,
current

A taxonomy of intent segments in Web search queries.

Natural language

Queries

Kernel and periphery

Kernel and periphery

Content and function units Content and intent units both
both in kernel and periphery
in kernel and periphery
Kernel – 1000 units
Kernel – 500 units
Periphery – 84000 units

Periphery – 1200000 units

Small world effect

No small world effect

Sentences formed by units
from kernel and periphery, or
only kernel
Intra-kernel edges dominate

Queries mostly formed by
units from kernel and
periphery, or only periphery
Kernel-periphery edges
dominate
Kernel less tightly coupled

Kernel more tightly coupled

